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Introduction
A strange place. No home, no comforts, no natural environments –
no way to behave as you want to. Solitude. A lack of space. And the
inevitable unknown. The fear that all of this creates varies depending on how heightened one’s awareness is, but as Peter Singer has
rightly noted sometimes having less capacity for understanding
means that one has a greater fear and suffering. For with greater
abilities to comprehend also comes the facility to understand one’s
situation, why this is happening, and perhaps to devise ways to
cope. That fear, loneliness, denial of who and what you are and
prefer, and all that comes with it is perhaps the best you can hope
for, because otherwise there is pain, things being done to you that
you cannot stop, cannot escape, cannot understand. Things that
you do not want, that hurt, that scare you, and no one can hear
you. And those that can, they do not hear you. Everything you are
is in their hands, to do with as they please. Everything you love you
see taken away, gone, and you remain alone. Until finally, after
your entire life of this pain or numbness – death comes. And these
are the “lucky few”…for others, life is far worse.
No human words can do justice to how nonhuman animals feel
or describe in terms that they would relate to the myriad horrors
that humans put them through, often under the moniker – and
frequently the truly-held belief – that what they do is in the interests of those nonhumans. It has been said by survivors of human
horrors that one cannot truly understand unless one suffered the
horror themselves, and in cases such as with some Holocaust survivors that even they cannot fully understand. Nevertheless, many
do try and understand and do the best that they can to aid those
who suffer, to free them and enlighten the world so that in the
course of this world’s history we make yet another step forward
towards the ideal of peace, love, happiness, and an end to suffering
for all.
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It is to this end, and because of the nonhuman animals experiencing lives much worse than described above, that interspecies
ethics – or, as more commonly known (nonhuman) ‘animal ethics’
– arose. This area began, not just as a scholarly exercise or as an
area for academic debate but also due to a recognition of the circumstances many nonhuman animals were in, the belief that this
was morally wrong or unjustified, and from the desire to take action to do something to help. Interspecies ethics has always been
about both theory and action, and has involved difficult questions
that challenge deeply held intuitions and beliefs about humanity
and how we behave in the world. It is no wonder then that both
within society and academia the area has often found its path
leads up hill, yet still after almost half a century arguments for aiding nonhuman animals and ending many of our practices are increasingly gaining traction within society. Within the academy the
field is also growing, with journals, centres, courses, and degrees
slowly but surely flowering into being and becoming increasingly
accepted by once-hostile traditional departments. The field of interspecies studies – or, again as more commonly known (nonhuman) ‘animal studies’ – continues to grow with ever more disciplines joining the discussion and bringing their field of expertise to
highlight new aspects of the debate or ways in which nonhumans
are mistreated. As well as philosophy, politics, language, communication, evolutionary biology, ethology, art, literature, geography,
law, environmental studies, and many more have widened the debate and deepened the insights.
More ways that humans harm nonhumans are seen, but so are
new ways forward and new paths for human and nonhuman animals to relate and build a less harmful future together. However
with this widening the academic side of the field also seems to
have become somewhat distanced from the action-oriented side of
the field. Activists have become increasingly separate to the numerous ideas that are published within academia, relying rather
on traditional interspecies ethics positions or organisations that
have been influenced by these. While there is of course cross over,
many of the papers published become debates amongst theorists –
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having little impact on the many practical-oriented activists, despite their insights. Alternatively, these papers have a limited impact at a larger, organisational or institutional level, though an impact that could have been much stronger with a wider support.
Activists, on the other hand, often are not guided by the newer insights or miss marginalised positions that have important claims
to share.
It is within this atmosphere, and towards this fractured ‘movement’, that this book is conceived. The title of this anthology is Intervention or Protest: Acting for Nonhuman Animals, a somewhat
simple heading but one that captures, and attempts to highlight
and address, the main points brought out above. The aim of this
book is to be both theoretical and practical, to be both a contribution to the scholarly debates but also to put forward positions that
can, and intend, to be real-world practicable. Further, this book
considers issues that are important in making a difference to nonhuman animals. With this practical aim, and the careful theoretical
deliberations behind them, these two foci are intended to influence both the way the movement and the scholarly fields go forward. It is the hope that this not only bridges the gap between theory and action, and shows that this division need not be, but also
that by working together an effective way forward for nonhuman
animals can be reached. And so the aim of this book is twofold:
first, to be both a contribution to theory and practice, and second,
to highlight ways forward on actionable issues for nonhuman animals that are also critical for theorists to consider.
In line with these aims this book is focused on four key areas: (i)
how can the movement for nonhuman animals be strengthened or
how should it go forward?, (ii) how should we act for nonhuman
animals?, (iii) ought we intervene for nonhuman animals, and if so
how far and in which areas (e.g. direct action, violence, protest, in
nature)?, and (iv) what other areas can we act for nonhuman animals in that we may not be considering already?
These four questions are large areas that have both theoretical
and practical importance within interspecies ethics/studies and
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society/the movement. Within current political, social, and ethical
debates – both in academia and society – activism and how individuals should approach issues facing nonhuman animals have
become increasingly important ‘hot’ issues. Individuals, groups,
advocacy agencies, and governments have all espoused competing
ideas for how we should approach nonhuman use and exploitation. Ought we proceed through liberation? Abolition? Segregation? Integration? As nonhuman liberation, welfare, and rights’
groups increasingly interconnect and identify with other ‘social
justice movements’, resolutions to these questions have become
increasingly entangled with questions of what justice and our ethical commitments demand on this issue, and the topic has become
increasingly significant and divisive. The four areas are essential
questions to be asked in regard to each of these, and within this
volume they are answered by drawing on both theory and practice,
theorists and activists, and interdisciplinary ideas in order to provide grounded, yet actionable, ways forward. The contributors
within this volume offer new insights into all of these areas, and
while allowing further debate to flourish they offer concrete suggestions for action and change in everyday practice; both on a
large and small scale.
This book is therefore intended not only to provide new and interesting insight into the area and important contemporary discussions, but also to constructively aid the nonhuman movement
and unite theory and practice on the crucial issues. With the nonhuman movement and its past approaches currently being questioned as a success, more nonhumans than ever being harmed and
exploited, and a growing gulf between activists and scholars, this
book attempts to be a bridge over these gaps and move both theory and practice – and thus the movement and field – forward.
The literature on interspecies ethics/studies is, if not as wide as
other fields, still significant and growing daily. Within this literature questions on intervention have only recently been receiving
attention. With the current ‘political turn’ in the field – i.e. a move
away from more traditional ethical approaches to nonhuman animal issues to more politically-based positions – questions regard-
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ing how the field, and the movement as a whole, can be improved
and have more impact have also begun to be raised. It is by regarding these recent debates that this book specifically fits within the
literature.
As such, this book can be broken down into three areas. While
each chapter covers various topics which often overlap others, the
chapters have been arranged both in order to complement each
topic with those that come before and after, and as they fit with
these three themes. The first five chapters largely focus on broad
issues that are of importance to interspecies ethics/studies and the
movement as a whole. Questions such as how the movement can
be improved, what can be learned from other social movements,
and how activism in general should move forward can be found in
this section of the book. Chapters six through eleven consider
questions relating to intervention in various situations, differing
scales, and in regard to different questions. Questions such as
whether intervention is conceivable, how we should intervene,
how far, in what circumstances, and whether we should recompense nonhuman animals for past wrongs are the focus of this section of the book. Finally, while all of the contributions to this volume offer new insights, chapters ten and eleven also provide new
areas within the debate to consider, and new topics for activists to
take into consideration.
Within the chapters, and the general themes and questions this
book contends with, several specific issues are considered:
• The need for theory to have a practical impact and practice to
have good, reasoned grounding
• Direct action and the basis for practical activism
• The intersection between interspecies ethics and the ethics of
war and self-defence
• Anthropocentrism as a problem for current approaches to intervention and action, and for the movement in general, and
what can be learned from other movements to combat this
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• Focusing non-ideal theory on negative rights to be more practical, and why this would mean we must intervene for nonhuman
animals only in regard to humans rather than nature
• Different perspectives on why the current movement is not
succeeding in its aims
• Nonhuman animals as political subjects and acting agents, and
our duty to aid them due to this
• What we can and cannot learn by comparing the nonhuman
animal movement to other social movements, and how a better
understanding of this is necessary to answer how to aid nonhumans and whether we should intervene or protest
• Comparisons with circumstances that middle-eastern communities face, and a discussion on how this reveals both flaws in
the nonhuman animal movement and how we should move
forward
• What the attribution of rights means for nonhuman animals,
demonstrated by the example of climate change and duties to
intervene in the event of natural disasters
• Responses to the ‘predation argument’, why current approaches have problems due to this, and what this means for intervention
• Civil disobedience rather than violent protest
• Recent discussions on the ethics of intervening for nonhuman
animals in nature and what limits there may be to intervention
• Whether we have, or whether there can be, duties of restorative
justice in regard to harms perpetrated on nonhuman animals
by humans
• The importance of the role of communication in activism and
aiding nonhuman animals
Within the first chapter, Andrew Woodhall and Gabriel Garmendia
da Trindade consider the divide between theorists and activists
within the nonhuman animal movement. They consider the recent
reflections on the successes and failures of the movement before
arguing that instead of a methodological reason that perhaps the
source of the movement’s overall lack of success is the result of
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this theory/practice gulf. In the first part of their chapter they consider how both theory and practice must be linked together in order for the nonhuman movement to become more effective, and
argue that activists ought to ground their action more than currently occurs while theorists must focus more on actual, practical
ways to aid nonhuman animals while also actively partake in action themselves. In the second part of the chapter they consider
this approach in regard to anthropocentrism and the poorly explored intersection between interspecies ethics and the ethics of
war and self-defence. They argue that with the former, anthropocentrism when understood correctly not only results in problems
for the movement that need to be confronted but that rejecting
anthropocentrism has important implications on theoretical and
practical issues, such as intervention. With the latter, they argue
that questions concerning direct action and the moral permissibility of using violence to protect nonhuman animals from human
oppression cannot be answered within interspecies ethics alone. It
is necessary to make use of a more sophisticated and accurate
terminology, which can only be found in the ethics of war and selfdefence literature.
Jens Tuider considers the movement’s progress from an alternative angle in his chapter, arguing that the unsatisfactory headway is the result, at least in part, of the way normative theorising
has been undertaken. Tuider argues that the influence of theoretical and ideological constraints as well as Ideal rather than NonIdeal strategies have resulted in fundamental issues being left unaddressed, and as a result improvements for nonhuman animals
have not been achieved adequately. Tuider thus calls for a ‘pragmatic and realistic turn’ in how theorising is done concerning
nonhuman animals, one that advocates a practical, realistic and
task-oriented approach that bases itself in reflecting upon real-life
conditions rather than a utopian ideal. This turn can be achieved,
it is argued, by acknowledging and addressing four fundamental
issues: (i) that the nonhuman animal movement differs from other
social movements in crucial aspects, (ii) that as divided as the
movement is between liberation and reform mutual understand-
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ing and cooperation must be fostered, (iii) the psychological and
motivational make-up of moral agents, and the question of reasonableness of moral demands, need to be taken seriously rather
than being treated with indifference or ignorance, and (iv) a realistic basic notion of morality needs to be accepted which distinguishes the moral and political while understanding how the two
relate. Tuider argues that addressing these four issues is not only
critical to the movement’s success and the theoretical debate, but
also has important implications regarding the challenges of intervention.
In contrast to Tuider, Eva Meijer argues in her chapter that, despite the lack of acknowledgment in theory and practical politics,
nonhuman animal agency is not only demonstrated but that nonhuman animals exercise such agency in a way that influences human political and social structures and societies. Meijer thus proposes that nonhuman animals be viewed as political actors, rather
than objects, and thus both our treatment of them and our relations and co-existence with them need to be re-thought. Meijer
argues that within recent political contributions to interspecies
studies this role of nonhuman animals and their influence is underexposed, and that instead of looking at nonhumans as beings
that need humans to know what is best for them we should instead
be exploring forms of interspecies solidarity by looking at how
nonhuman animals, as subjects and actors, fight oppression and
resist/expose injustices. Taking such acts into account, Meijer argues, is important for activism and opens new avenues of thinking
of social change and interspecies communities.
How the movement can be advanced, and important issues
theorists and advocates need to consider, is offered by Carrie
Packwood Freeman’s chapter where she argues for the importance
of communication as the fundamental means by which nonhuman animal, and environmental, advocates – as well as the media
– can increase awareness of, and accountability for, our actions
toward nonhuman animals and how this can be used to facilitate
restorative public intervention on their behalf. Freeman uses the
ethical principle of responsibility to demonstrate what it means for
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humans to bear moral responsibility for both intentional oppression of nonhuman animals and negligent self-centred actions that
routinely disadvantage nonhumans. From this, Freeman proposes
that nonhuman advocates should communicate four claims to justify and inspire intervention on behalf of nonhuman animals, by
establishing: (i) nonhuman animals’ worth as persons, (ii) our ethical values and duties in favour of justice, reparations, caring,
peace, and freedom, (iii) our fault and responsibility for the harm
and exploitation of nonhuman animals, and (iv) effective solutions, both in regulatory and voluntary terms, to the problems we
have caused so as to restore fellow animals’ health and freedom.
Doing so, Freeman concludes, would not only be revolutionary for
how we see ourselves and nonhuman animals, but would also result in significant changes in how we treat and act for nonhumans.
In their chapter, Kurtis Boyer, Guy Scotton and Katherine
Wayne continue the focus on how the movement can be advanced
by questioning the movement’s current approach. Outlining how
interspecies justice is considered on the basis of moral and political obligations that humans owe to other species, Boyer, Scotton
and Wayne argue that while this is an important method, it is incomplete. Taking inspiration from Ariella Azoulay, Boyer, Scotton
and Wayne analyse silence, avoidance, and denial as the active
products of particular psychological and cultural conditions and
suggest that exclusively focusing on human obligations to nonhuman animals hinders the conceptions and realisation of interspecies justice. This, they argue, (i) neglects the embedded cognitive,
emotional, and social barriers to our attentiveness to nonhuman
suffering and exploitation, (ii) fails to grant normative and political
significance to those barriers in terms of how they impoverish and
remove conditions for recognizing and fulfilling our obligations to
nonhuman animals, (iii) forecloses opportunities for good faith
dialogue between activists and mainstream theorists and society,
and (iv) constrains the prospect of collectively striving for a nuanced yet accessible vision of what is required to live well together.
Examining these obstructions, Boyer, Scotton and Wayne attempt
to show how humans are wrong through their unknowing com-
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plicity with the exploitation of nonhuman animals, before arguing
that as such human citizens are entitled to refuse such complicity
and are therefore owed the right not to be perpetrators. This, they
argue, offers a more robust and inclusive approach to cultivating
public engagement with just forms of interspecies community.
Josh Milburn continues this focus on how nonhumans and
humans relate on a societal level but turns his attention to human
involvement with free-living nonhuman animals on an institutional, rather than individual, level. In his chapter, Milburn considers
the use of sovereignty as it has been used in contemporary political
contributions to interspecies studies, namely Sue Donaldson and
Will Kymlicka’s Zoopolis, and highlights how this conception of
sovereign territory impacts the debate on intervention, both on a
small and a large scale. Milburn argues that through a critical assessment of the conceptual success and coherence of this model,
we can better understand our normative obligations toward freeliving nonhuman animals. Milburn makes this assessment by setting out what he terms the ‘failed state objection’, considering
Donaldson and Kymlicka’s responses to this, and arguing that all
three responses can be replied to in a way that reveals problems
for Zoopolis’ concept of sovereignty. It is then argued that this can
either reveal that the way that Donaldson and Kymlicka use sovereignty to justify non-intervention in sovereign nonhuman animal
communities is problematic, or it is the deployment of sovereignty
as is that is unsatisfactory and thus a more limited sovereignty
model should be sought. Drawing on this, Milburn finally turns to
asking the practical question of what institutions, if any, should be
established to protect free-living nonhuman animals. He compares the sovereignty model with animal property theory, before
arguing that as there is currently no satisfactory way to implement
either proposal if we wish to work towards institutional protection
of nonhuman animals we have to work towards changing everyday
attitudes towards them, most basically by adopting veganism and
spreading a pro-vegan message.
Julia Mosquera considers how our behaviour toward nonhuman animals needs to be considered in light of an account of re-
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storative justice. In her chapter, Mosquera argues that in human
cases atrocities have been accounted for in various ways, such as
via restitution and compensation. As such, she asks whether human mistreatment of nonhuman animals also needs to be considered in such a light, and if so an account of restorative justice is
needed. Mosquera argues that the account she proposes has implications for the debate on intervention within nature due to the
consideration of territory restitution.
Continuing the focus on intervention, Wayne Williams focuses
on the problem of predation, which questions whether we should
intervene to aid nonhuman animals who are being preyed upon
and argues that as this is problematic, any ethic that requires us to
‘police nature’ is wrongheaded and as many nonhuman animal
rights positions lead to this conclusion such positions are unacceptable. In his chapter, Williams concedes the problem of predation cannot be resolved in abstract or general terms, and thus what
he terms merely individualistic or capacities-based approaches to
nonhuman animal ethics will inevitably fail to address the issues
that the problem highlights. Any adequate position, therefore,
must give significant weight and a central role to an understanding
of relational and contextualised factors. Despite this, Williams
maintains that far from undermining a rights-based approach this
instead makes the sort of negative constraints typical of deontological theory even more indispensable, even though they are not
complete or wholly sufficient alone. Williams argues that this insight has important implications in that parallels can be seen between the considerations that constrain ethical intervention in
predation and those that should govern nonhuman animal activists in their responses to practices such as vivisection. These implications entail that activists engaged in protest or intervention for
the purpose of furthering nonhuman animal concerns are necessarily caught between an obligation to act or to intervene to protect nonhuman animals from harm and a duty to regard the instigators of such harms as either morally innocent or, at least, nonculpable, and that consequently our actions must be governed in
such instances accordingly.
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While the ‘predation argument’ is one of the most common objections to intervention in the more-than-human world, other
doubts have been raised as well. In her chapter, Patrizia Setola
highlights some of these, such as how nonhuman animals have
less moral worth, objections that are based upon nature itself, and
the claim that intervention would either be futile or do more harm
than good, before also pointing out consequentialist responses
within the current literature that attempt to show that, on the contrary, intervention is morally required, not as practically problematic as it seems, and is both possible and already undertaken in
many ways. On this background, Setola sets out to establish the
scope and limits of intervention within the more-than-human
world and asks whether such limits impact or enlighten the endeavour as a whole. To do this, Setola proceeds to consider the
cases of intra-species conflict connected to reproduction and the
blurred line between mutualism (an association between organisms of different species where both benefit) and parasitism
(where the organism of one species benefits to the detriment of the
other organism). She argues that these cases show that the ethics
and practice of intervention depend upon a far more complex set
of factors than the consequentialist calculus provides. Thus, Setola
argues, when and if intervention is possible requires serious consideration of several factors, including the complexity of lives and
niches in ecosystems.
Lauren Traczykowski shifts the focus to large-scale interventions in her chapter by arguing that in the event of a natural disaster where nonhuman animals are in danger, the international
community has a moral responsibility to intervene. Traczykowski
argues for this, not by looking at traditional approaches to nonhuman moral considerability or rights, but rather by using a human rights-based approach. Considering how such an approach
works in the human rights literature, she argues that the same approach can be applied to nonhuman animals in a manner which
generates a duty of response to the needs of nonhuman animals by
the international community, in the event of a natural disaster,
should the government of a territory that those nonhumans live
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within fail – whether willingly or through inability – to do so. Despite this moral obligation, Traczykowski concedes that there are
operational and political hurdles to overcome, though she
acknowledges that many of these have been or can be addressed in
the current intervention literature. Even so others, such as the prioritising of family members, may not be so easily resolved. Despite
this, the political, theoretical, and practical impact of this conclusion remains salient.
In the final chapter, Julius Kapembwa and Joshua Wells discuss
the impact of climate change in light of nonhuman animal rights.
Kapembwa and Wells argue that due to the increasing likelihood of
adverse effects caused by climate change, free-roaming nonhuman animals face a significant risk of suffering, and thus an account of this threat needs to be taken within climate change theory
and practice. In their chapter, Kapembwa and Wells make an integrationist case for embedding rights of free-roaming nonhuman
animals into local and global institutions before outlining how
climate change threatens them. Employing the method of rights
specification, they then develop a typology that spells out the
rights of members of specific nonhuman animal species in specific
contexts. Kapembwa and Wells argue that as rights generate obligations on the part of moral agents, this typology provides some
pragmatic basis for political decision makers to include freeroaming nonhuman animals within decision-making about climate change both at a local and international level.
The broad range of topics and chapters within this book are
written in an academic, yet clear and understandable, manner in
order to appeal to both academics and non-academics, to fit with
this book’s aim and, moreover, so as to be accessible as contributions to the debates, as learning and teaching material, as input for
policy consideration, and as food for thought for activists. Thus the
chapters offer both a contribution to theory and practice. These
two areas need not be separate, and the field and movement
would benefit from bridging the ever-widening gulf between academia/theory and activist/practice in order to aid nonhuman animals, and to make theory more current, applicable, influential,
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and relatable, not just a talking point in an ivory tower, and to
make action more tactically advantageous, well-grounded, more
inclusive, less fractured in focus, and less subject to bias or inconsistency.
In the interests of this unifying theme of theory and practice, it
should be noted finally that throughout this book attempts have
been made to remove prejudicial and centric terminology, phrasing, and examples. Anthropocentric, speciesist, chauvinistic, androcentric, sexist, ethnocentric, and racist language has thus been
avoided. As such, terms such as ‘animal’ have been replaced with
‘nonhuman animal’, ‘other animals’, and so on. Similarly, ‘wild
animals’ has been replaced as much as possible with ‘freeroaming’ or ‘free-living’ nonhuman animals, at the contributors’
discretion. At certain points the ‘more-than-human’ world has replaced the term ‘nature’, ‘interspecies ethics/studies’ has replaced
‘animal ethics/studies’, and every effort has been made to remove
object-based language when applied to nonhuman animals in favour of the personal ‘she’. Similar substitutions have been made in
reference to humans in regard to sex- and race-based norms. In
short, every effort has been made to ensure that nonhuman animals are represented as important, unique, and individual subjects
that are to be treated and considered as such and with moral respect and dignity. Similarly with reference to women and all people of colour.
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